In
. Also the heterogeneous logic model with MVLFs "skeleton" was proposed in [Bykovsky et al. (2014) ] to coordinate approximate and accurate computing. But the design of a MVLF model is not an easy task. The goal of this paper is to discuss possibilities and limitations for the MVLF model, caused by the specifics of the minimization procedure used for the reconstruction of a MVLF from the expert data table.
Data representation methods based on MVLFs

The general principle to construct heterogeneous logic model of the agent with MVLFs "skeleton"
The main idea of the heterogeneous logic model of an agent [Bykovsky et al. (2014) ] was to simplify the hardware and the soft realization for the multi-parametric agent`s architecture [Antipov et al. (2007) ]. It was proposed to represent the program modules clocking scheme by the "skeleton" structure of MVLFs switching functions, regulating all computing processes in the agent. Here the expert knowledge table structure is to be transformed into the non-binary logic expression. Such expression is comfort for parallel computing and is transparent for debugging. The periodic work cycle of the agent can be disclosed [Bykovsky et al. (2014) ] by the exp. (1).
Actually every subsystem (clocking scheme, communication module and etc.) given in exp. (1) respond to a set of F, which an be computed both in the parallel or the serial scheme. Each of the "skeleton" MVLFs is regarded as a switching function, for which all input and output variables can possess only k discrete truth values within the range of [0,1,…, k-1]. Practically it will be necessary to use rather a complicated tree structure of MVLFs, and within it one should provide appropriated and isolated streams for MVL, fuzzy logic and traditional Boolean calculations. As all these types of logic models are based on principally different and non-compatible logic operators [Shimbirev (1990) ], their joint work should be done via the consequent imaging of outputs and inputs of different functions.
In order to design the agent and it`s heterogen ous logic model one should select N` different parameters, marked by variables x 1 ,..., x N`, where N` N={0,1,2,...}. The symbols (or coded markers) x i of both accurate and approximate parameters are listed together and their values are switched according to MVLFs set, initiating different hardware and soft modules in the agent. The set N` of all MVL variables is subdivided into subsets, associated with, e.g., sensors, space coordinates, task model parameters and agent control parameters. These subsets principally can intersect, and some of variables x i can be correlated. Arbitrary new MVLF can always be added to such a model.
The method to input sensor and expert knowledge into the MVLF model
Let us take the finite dimension table, containing sensor or expert knowledge data given in 8-bit format (values from 0 up to 255). Here the set of input variables x 1 , … , x n may include arbitrary parameters, numbered in any comfort order. Such a data table is to be transformed into the switching function y=F(x 1 , … , x n ), which images input variables x 1 , … , x n onto the output variable y. If some combinations x 1 , … , x n are omitted in the table, the function is called not entirely specified [Allen et al. (1984) ].
It is substantial that the table described above responds entirely to the so-called truth table in the k-valued AllenGivone algebra (AGA) [Allen et al. (1984) ], and is shown in the late equivalen x n will be the x n ). 
Exp.
If a truth table is given by the Table 2 , then exp. (3) can be written [Allen et al. (1984) ] for its first three rows as
where the third product term is always equal to zero as its const=0. It is substantial that in the computer memory the MVLF can be equivalently written as a some set of indexed pairs (a i ,b j ). Such a set for exp. (2) is shown in Table 3 . This form of data representation in the memory of PC or a microcontroller provides potentially the possibility for direct analysis of data, concerning to specific variables and control parameters.
Information capacity of MVLFs
The drastic difference of k-valued logic from traditional binary one is the much greater number of all possible combinations of input variables or rows in the truth table (in Table 1 ). For the MVL truth table [Shimbirev (1990)] we have possible rows instead of for the binary one, where n is the number of input variables and k is the number of truth levels. As it was shown in [Bykovsky (2013) ] in AGA the MVLF with n=30 and k=256 truth table will have 1,76·10 72 rows instead of 1·10 9 for Boolean logic! That is why even for the 8-bit format it will be difficult to employ multi-parametric MVLF in a full measure, as it will need too much time simply to write down all possible input combinations into the truth table. At the same time any entirely specified MVLF with the same values of n and k can be potentially minimized up to the form, which will need only 14,5 kB for storage in memory. Thus the necessity to shorten the computing time and the needed storage space is the real stimulus to apply minimization. Table 3 . The data structure given below entirely defines a MVL function, where is the number of truth levels and n is the number of input variables. Every pair of indexed parameters ac-1,j, bc-1,j in the column for xj and in the row for some constant c refers to the appropriate literal X(ac-
Minimization method to simplify formal expression of the MVLF
The aim of minimization is to shorten the number of logic operators in the formal notation of the MVLF, reconstructed from the truth table. Principally it depends on the nature of data and potentially one can invent different intellectual procedures to fasten the minimization and make it more comfort. However, in the given paper the discussion is limited only by the fundamental peculiarities of the minimization procedure. Generally minimization method for MVLFs [Allen et al. (1984) ] partially resembles Boolean one, but is more "primitive", bulky and needs much more computation resources. Nevertheless, the recent progress in computers encourages one to use it. Detailed aspects of AGA minimization are published in [Allen et al. (1984) ] and are based on the so-called subsuming of logical product terms and the consensus method for the search of prime implicants.
By definition in AGA [Allen et al. (1984) ], the product term subsumes second product term , if and only if both conditions are true:
Thus, the second product term "absorbs" the first (subsuming) one, which will be deleted from the formal notation.
Another basic procedure for AGA minimization is the consensus operation [Allen et al. (1984) ]. Three resulting prime implicants were received during the minimization process in [Allen et al. (1984) ] and are marked bold in exp. (6). In order to disclose this procedure, Table 4 demonstrates the list of "don`t care states" especially found by the author and shown by the sign "-". Table 5 shows briefly the main steps of minimization of exp. (6) done in [Allen et al. (1984) ] by means of adding only one product term for the "don`t care state" (x 1 ,x 2 )=(2,3).
"Don`t care states" here are the unspecified states of the MVLF by exp.(6), not used in its truth table. Principally, full minimization can be warranted only for the fully specified MVLF, which in column for F(x 1 ,x 2 ) has no undefined values marked "-". In real situations unspecified data can occur due to unreliable data or simply to unmeasured data bands. Here unspecified data were found for the exp. (6) First four pairs were not used in the Table 5 , only the last pair (x 1 ,x 2 )=(2,3) was added into Table 5 as the product term 3·X 1 (2,2)·X 2 (2,3), which was marked as N8. Data of Tables 4 and 5 demonstrate that the minimization of the not entirely specified function is not illustrative and can be named a somewhat unpredictable procedure. The input of different values from the set of all "don`t care states" of a MVLF usually transforms initial exp. (6) into its almost equivalent variant, which differs only by one or several additionally specified rows. However the number of terms or values of parameters (a i ,b j ) can be change drastically. Practically the use of a "don`t care state" is an additional hypothesis, offered by the designer for the parameters of the modeled system. That can become a substantial complexity for the learning and debugging procedures to be held in the agent, if the function domain can be changed during the learning and debugging by the specification of the new "don`t care state". Here one can scarcely apply an updating iterative procedure for an MVLF`s domain, and it is necessary to define a new function after every specification of the "don`t care state". In other words, the possible application of MVLF technology for pattern recognition is expected to be a complicated enough algorithm, including the data analysis for the special stream of "don`t care states" data.
Another aspect of the problem is that the initially chosen architecture of the heterogeneous model, described in sec.2.1 as the structure of a large number of MVLF, well correlates with the problem of "don`t care states". Any real model will need a large enough set of MVLFs with optimal for computing dimensions, and will scarcely be obtained as a one large scale MVLF. Substantial argument for the application of many small-scale MVLFs was given in [Allen et al. (1984) ], where the volume of computation was shown to enlarge exponentially with the increase of n and k. So that it is one more reason to process many small scale truth tables, than to compute one very large MVLF with too much rows in its truth table.
Conclusion
The general method of Allen-Givone algebra based MVLF construction is potentially very attractive for multiparametrical models for its direct transformation of arbitrary table data into formal logic expressions. Main limitations for this method are caused by two factors. The first one is the exponential "burst" of the amount of computation for MVLFs with large values of n and k. The second factor results from the necessity to use the logical minimization in order to simplify and to shorten logical formulas. The MVL minimization includes the look-up procedure for unspecified "don`t care states" of the MVLF and is to use consensus method for the search of prime implicants. Respectively, the completed minimization is warranted only for entirely specified function, and the intermediate result of not completely fulfilled minimization depends on such factors, as: initial fraction of unspecified values (or "don`t care states") in the MVLF and their really used number, the available time interval for the minimization and its degree of completion, the disposition of product terms in the list, the number of truth levels k and of input variables n for the MVLF.
That is why the minimization for the not entirely specified MVLF is a somewhat unpredictable procedure, where one can`t foresee the finally received number of product terms and their parameters. As a result it is difficult to optimize the computing process beforehand without analysis of the product terms.
Minimization procedure itself is entirely formal and does not use any hypotheses, concerning the data. Thus, the basic subroutine for the search of subsuming terms and consensus calculations will not create problems. However, some additional intellectual procedures will be useful for the most efficient choice of "don`t care states".
The formation of a heterogeneous logic model seems to be mainly realizable for MVLFs with the limited number of used combinations of input variables. In any way the minimization procedure should be carefully monitored during the debugging or learning of heterogeneous models, where any additional assumption concerning "don`t care states" can give further unexpected limitation for the whole model. That aspect is to be investigated further. 
